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About

Uncommon Objects is an quirky, antique store located at 1602 Fortview 
Rd., Austin, TX. The store houses the beautiful works of 24 collectors 
and serves as a unique and iconic shopping experience in the Austin 
market. In prior years, the store has experienced packed crowds that 
made it feel like you were at a museum and not a retail store.

Uncommon Objects is owned by regional artist, Steve Wiman. The 
store’s displays are an extension of Wiman’s taste and artwork and 
are presented in a way for viewers, or buyers, to think about how they 
might arrange their purchase in their own home. UO is not only antique 
but an addition of art itself. 
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Mission

We relish the time worn and well loved.

We are crazy about genuine patina.

We cherish folk arts and parlor crafts from around the world.

We reflect the melting pot that is the American experience.

We adore ingenious repair.

We thrill at creative solutions.

We love good design.

We honor beauty found in unexpected places.

We enjoy the thrill of the hunt.

We are inspired by the joy found in serendipity.

We are Uncommon Objects.

Mission



Competitors

TIAS

The Strange and Unusual

Third Shift Vintage

1st Dibs 

Ruby Lane

Chairish

The Austing Antique Mall

Antiques & Things

The Antique Swan

Out of the Past Collectibles

Competitors



Strengths Weaknesses

Opportunities Threats

Strong brand

Loyal customer base , regionally

Strong vision/mission 

Tourist destination

Excellent customer service 

Unique shopping experience

Curated collections

Good social media presence

Price

No online sales channel

Little to no advertisement

Low brand awareness, outside the region

Website type choices

Overpriced on some items

Buying online

Increase customer loyalty

Attract new customers

More clearly differentiate our product offering

Build online engagement with our brand

Shift to online shopping

Inability to grow the customer base long-term

Consumers becoming more price sensitive

Strong competitors



Target Audience

Shoppers who embrace the fun and weird bits of vintage. Can range 
from searching for non-specific items and being price conscious to 
those who know what they are looking for and can spend. Some are 
trendy, while others are more of an old soul. 

Target Audience



Onlyness & Tagline

Uncommon objects is the only antique store where 
unusual finds bring out one’s creative side.

Onlyness & Tagline

Uncommon objects for the creative soul
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Type Palette

Uncommon Objects
Display ClickClack

Text Athiti

Where some see it as antique, we see it as an 
opportunity to be creative.

Type Palette
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